
Dance Movements
Hold the reins of the camel
Put your palms together, lean your head to one side and
rest it on your palms
Walk on the spot
Wipe sweat off your forehead with your hand
Look around anxiously
Point to your eyes with your fingers
Point to yourself with your two index fingers
Lift your hands up to your shoulders, palms facing up and
out to suggest you’re asking a question, and look around
at the others
Point to yourself with your two index fingers and then
point your fingers forward
Smile and show two thumbs up
Shake your new friend’s hand
Point one thumb towards one side rhythmically
Point the other thumb towards the other side rhythmically
Shake a friend’s hand, then shake another friend’s hand
Pretend to play a drum with drumsticks
Make “binoculars” with your hands pressed against your
face
Freestyle! (Everyone dances.)
Look up and “climb” with both hands
Pretend to play a drum with drumsticks
Stretch your right arm forward and show your index finger
Lower your right arm, stretch your left arm forward and 
show your index finger
Lower your left arm, stretch your right arm forward and 
show your index finger
Stretch both arms out to the sides, lift your index fingers 
and then join them in front of you
Be a rapper: make up rap gestures for the next 3 lines.

Stretch your right arm forward and show your index finger

Song Lyrics

I’m riding on a camel,
Sleeping on a dune.

I’m walking in the jungle
In the afternoon.
And everywhere
people stare
Why at me?
Who is strange?

Me or them?

Then we smile, and
now we’re friends
Hassan in Morocco
Nicole in the Congo
I meet a lot of kids
Africa
We look for a leopard

We dance in the desert
We climb a pyramid
Africa
One kid´s from Mali
And one´s from Spain

Another´s from Togo

They´re all the same.

In a Moroccan medina
Or a Libyan bazaar
Many kids, many colors
But just one heart
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